There are six optional, either gender players in this pack. You may play the characters in any combo.
You do not need to play all optional players from the main game before adding these players.

Suspect
PRAM PEACH
Optional Player

FREDDIE FUCHSIA
Optional Player

CHRIS COPPER
Optional Player

MAX MAGENTA
Optional Player

ALEX ALMOND
Optional Player

SAM SAPPHIRE
Optional Player

Brief bio
Pram Peach is the flamboyant costume designer for the
Noxhelm’s Crossing Playhouse. Pram aspires to be more than
a costume designer and has sent some designs to celebs in
Hollywood. Pram hopes to see pieces from the Pram Line
walk down the red carpet one day soon. Not the most patient
soul, Pram has been frustrated that a big break hasn’t
happened yet.
Freddie Fuchsia is the hard-working district attorney in the fogcoated town of Noxhelm’s Crossing. Freddie is relatively new
to town, and hasn’t had time to see the sights and hit the
hotspots. For a small town, the caseload on Freddie’s desk is
nearly unbearable. There’s a serious problem with crime in
Noxhelm’s Crossing!
Chris Copper is the outgoing court reporter for the Noxhelm’s
Crossing Courthouse. Chris often gets into disputes at work
with anyone from law officials to paralegals. Chris doesn’t
tolerate nonsense and likes to have things a certain way. An
animal lover, Chris lives in a one-bedroom apartment with ten
cats.
Max Magenta is the hardnosed CEO at RBC Television
Station. Rumor has it that Max is corrupt and will accept bribes
for airtime – or the lack of airtime, in some cases. Max fires
employees almost daily without a care, and only considers the
bottom line when it comes to the television station. A frugal
miser with only a handful of friends, Max’s favorite phrase isit’s just business, nothing personal.
Alex Almond has the vocal chords of an angel but has a
severe fear of people. For that reason, Alex sings on tracks for
famous pop stars at Red Records Recording Studio and
allows the pseudo-singers to receive full credit with the fans.
Alex is a lover of music who was given the gift of song, but
Alex would rather die than become famous.
Sam Sapphire is the meticulous landscaping technician for
Sapphire Lawn Service. Sam manicures lawns, takes care of
flower beds, and services many greenhouses around the city.
Known for a vivid green thumb, Sam charges more than other
companies but defends the prices by saying: you get what you
pay for. There is nobody in Noxhelm’s Crossing that knows
more about plants – that’s for sure.

Suggested
attire
Trendy, overlyaccessorized
attire.

Business suit or
business casual
attire.

Business suit or
business casual
attire.

Business suit or
business casual
attire.

Trendy t-shirt
and jeans.

Gardener
costume.

For more information about your game, head to
https://www.yourmysteryparty.com/escaped
This is the pregame guest site – send your guests here for the synopsis, game trailer,
guest list, and more!
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